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1. Introduction 
 
The recent remarkable progress of robotics research makes advanced skills for robots to 
solve complex tasks. The divide-and-conquer approach is an intuitive and efficient method 
when we encounter complex problems. Being a divide-and-conquer approach, the multi-
layered system decomposes the problem into a set of levels and each level implements a 
single task-achieving behaviour. Many researchers employ this approach for robot control 
system, dividing a complex behaviour into several simple behaviours. For example, Lie et al. 
developed the Evolutionary Subsumption Architecture, which enables for heterogeneous 
robots to acquire the cooperative object transferring task (Liu & Iba, 2003). 
The autonomous locomotion of humanoid robots consists of following modules: global path 
planning using given geometrical information, local path planning based on the observation 
of environment, footstep planning, and whole-body motion generator. Since these modules 
mainly exchange the information with their neighbours, we can observe that they are 
hierarchically arranged from the aspect of communication. The parameter settings among 
these modules are necessary to adapt the system to the targeting environment. The problem 
involves a number of conflicting objectives such as stability of the robot motion and speed of 
locomotion. 
In this paper, we present a parameter tuning method for multi-layered robot control system 
by means of Evolutionary Multi-Objective Optimization (EMO). We explore the set of 
parameters for modules to adapt various kinds of environments. Switching these parameter 
sets enables us to operate the robots effectively. We developed three modules as the 
experiment environment: walking pattern generator, footstep planner and path planner. In 
the experiment, we focused on the footstep planner shown in Fig. 1, which realizes collision-
free walking. The parameter setting was manually adjusted in previous researches (Kuffner 
et al., 2003; Chestnutt et al., 2005). We discuss the conflicting objectives for the optimization 
footstep planner, and introduce a parameter setting method using EMO. Then we propose a 
simple rule to use parameter sets obtained by EMO to adapt the footstep planner to both 
crowded and sparse fields. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes our robot control system, 
Section 3 shows an experiment of the parameter setting of the footstep planner, and Section 
4 shows an application using the parameter setting obtained from Section 3 and a 
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comparison with a conventional approach. Section 5 provides the discussion of these 
experiments, and finally Section 6 concludes with summary and future works. 
 
 Fig. 1. Example of Footstep Planning for the humanoid HOAP-1 
 
2. Multi-layered Robot Control System 
 
2.1 System Overview 
We implemented a locomotion control system which is able to find an optimal sequence of 
footsteps from a start location to a goal position without colliding with obstacles. The 
system consists of three modules, path planner, footstep planner and whole-body motion 
generator. The path planner generates the geometrical path for the given environmental 
map. Then footstep planner calculates a sequence of footsteps based on the path 
information. The whole-body motion generator calculates the trajectories of joint angles 
which realize the given sequence of footstep without losing the stability of the robot motion. 
By using these modules cooperatively, the locomotion planning is executed as follows: 
1. Plan the entire path from the start position to the goal position by using RRT. (Fig. 2 
(a)) 
2. Place the sub-goals for footstep planner based on the length of path at regular 
intervals. (Fig. 2 (b)) 
3. Plan the sequence of footsteps to the sub-goals. (Fig. 2 (c)) 
4. Repeat Step 3 until the robot reaches the goal position. 
In our research, we have used the HOAP-1 (Humanoid for Open Architecture Platform) 
robot manufactured by Fujitsu Automation. We adjusted the constraints of walking, such as 
the limitation of landing position and joint angles for HOAP-1. Motions were controlled by 
specifying the joint angles of the 20 joints of the entire body every 0.002 seconds. The 
characteristics of the HOAP-1 are noted below: (1) Height: 483 [mm], Weight: 5.9 [kg]. (2) 
The internal interface between the hardware and software is available for public use. (3) For 
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movable parts, each leg had six degrees of freedom and each arm had four degrees of 
freedom, for a total of 20 degrees of freedom on the left and right sides. 
 
 Fig. 2. (a) Path from the initial position to the goal position planned by RRT algorithm. (b) 
Sub-goals placed on the path. (c) Footstep sequence generated by A* Search algorithm. 
 
2.2 Path Planning 
We implemented the path planning module based on the Rapidly-exploring Random Tree 
(RRT) algorithm (Kuffner et al., 2000). RRT algorithm is a probabilistic motion planner 
which has found widespread use in the field of robot motion planning (Kamio & Iba, 2006; 
Zucker et al., 2007). Because RRT offers almost no hypothesis in terms of the problem, we 
could easily apply it to various problems. In this study, the state of the robot was expressed 
using 2D information (x coordinate, y coordinate), and we did not deal in another kind of 
information such as the rotation angle around z axis and the velocity of the robot to simplify 
the problem. We have to examine the collision of robots and obstacles when we use the path 
planning. In this experiment, the robot was approximated by the circle whose radius is 20 
[cm] in order to detect the conflict between obstacles and the robot. 
Before generating a sequence of footsteps which satisfies the planned path, we place the 
sub-goal for footstep planner. The sub-goal is decided by the given path length because the 
computational cost for the footstep planning increases with the number of footsteps. 
 
2.3 Footstep Planning 
A footstep planner returns an optimal sequence of footstep locations according to the 
plausible sets of footstep locations defined as shown in Fig. 3. In this research, we employed 
a footstep planner based on the A* Search Algorithm (Kuffner et al., 2003; Chestnutt et al., 
2005). This footstep planner is fast enough to be used for the real environment. This is 
because the planner descritize the footstep location and explores footstep sequences in order 
of the estimated cost. Next, we explain the setup of A* Search in this research.  
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 Fig. 3. Example of footsteps of the humanoid HOAP-1 
 
2.3.1 Finite Set of Actions 
The A* Search Algorithm uses a finite set of actions for exploration. In case of footstep 
planning, we define an action as the candidate footstep at the next time step, hence the 
candidate footstep should be descritized in advance. Fig. 3 shows an example of a set of 
footsteps which is descritezed into four candidates. The candidate footsteps are placed 
symmetrically when the robot switch the supporting legs. 
 
2.3.2 Environmental Map 
We used two kinds of maps as the experimental environment. At first, we employed a grid 
map in the experiment of Section 3. Each grid is uniformly-shaped and has information 
about the existence of obstacles. The other one is the vector map. Obstacles and walls are 
represented by rectangles in the vector map which is used in Section 4. The collision 
between footprints and obstacles is detected in both these maps.  
 
2.3.3 Estimation of Cost 
The A* Search Algorithm calculates the cost of the entire path by using the cost function and 
the heuristic estimation. The cost function is the length of footstep sequence from the initial 
position to the current position. The heuristic estimation calculates the minimum length of 
the footstep sequence from the current position to the goal position by dividing the distance 
by the maximum step length. 
 
2.3.4 Termination Criteria 
The search is terminated when the footstep sequence reaches the goal position. The search 
can fail in one of two ways: 
 The number of A* search tries exceeded the maximum allowable. In this experiment 
we limited the maximum number to 3000. 
 No more valid successor nodes can be generated. In this case, no collision-free footstep 
sequence exists using the given discrete set of footstep locations. 
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2.4 Whole-body Motion Generator 
Up to now, many biped robots are successfully developed with the Zero Moment Point 
(ZMP) concept (Zhu et al., 2004; Nishiwaki et al., 2002; Nishiwaki & Kagami, 2006). In this 
experiment, one of the ZMP based method, a Fast Generation Method of Motion Pattern that 
Follows Desired ZMP (Nishiwaki et al., 2002) proposed by Nishiwaki et al. was used as a 
whole-body motion generator. The features of this method are as follows: (1) realizing the 
expected feet position accurately and (2) fast enough to used as a real-time module. Since 
real robots have many performance constraints, the gap between the simulated and real 
robot becomes a problem. Following performance constraints are taken into consideration in 
this paper; (1) Existence of the solution for inverse-kinematics of legs, (2) Limitation of joint 
angle range, (3) Collision between links. We examined the locations of feasible states by 
using the simulated model of HOAP-1, and stored in the regular grid. The footstep planner 
uses the regular grid as a reference to detect infeasible footstep locations. 
 
2.5 Problems of Current Biped Walking Control System 
The A* Search Algorithm is used for exploring a graph as shown in Fig. 4, which represents 
the footstep transitions. The node S means the initial state, and each node represents the 
footstep locations. The red node means the goal state. The gray node means an infeasible 
footstep which can not be applied at the time step. The number in the footstep location 
shows the kind of footstep.  
Fig. 4 (a) shows a search with the footstep sequence with footstep set {1, 2, 3}, and failed to 
reach to the goal state. There are two kinds of countermeasures. One is to replace the set of 
footsteps with {1, 4, 5} as shown in (b), and the other one is to add the footstep {4, 5} as 
shown in (c). As can be seen from Fig. 4 (b) and (c), both methods successfully reach to the 
goal state, however, (c) requires more nodes than (b). In the Fig. 4 (a) and (b), three kinds of 
candidate footsteps are used for the footstep planning, so that the possible search space is a 
full 3-ary tree. On the other hand, the possible search space of Fig. 4 (c) is full 5-ary tree. The 
depth of the graph means number of footsteps. The spread of graph changes depending on 
the number of candidate footsteps. The maximum number of node in the search tree is 
represented as follow: 
,1
1
max k
kN
n

  (1) 
where k is the number of candidate footsteps and n is the length of the footstep sequence. 
The search space grows significantly as the increase of candidates. For example, in case of n 
= 10 and k = 3, the maximum number of node is 29524. In case of n = 10 and k = 5, the 
maximum number of node is 2441406. We have to reduce the number of candidate footstep 
in order to calculate long footstep sequences with the same amount of search time. In this 
research, we propose a switching method of footstep sets in order to curb the growth of 
search space. 
We can also observe the side-effect of discretized footstep locations. If we employ only short 
footsteps, the robot is able to pass through narrow paths. However, such kind of set of 
footsteps usually requires much computational resources for the footstep planner because 
short step increases the total steps. On the other hand, the set of landing positions which has 
only long footsteps reduces the total steps and it increases the feasible path width. In this 
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research, we focused on two requirements, to reduce the computational resources and to 
minimize the feasible path width. 
 
 Fig. 4. Search space of A* Search Algorithm. Each node represents a state, which is a footstep 
location. Gray nodes mean infeasible states. The red nodes mean goal states.  
 
3. Multi-Objective Optimization of Footstep Planner 
 
3.1 Evolutionary Multi-Objective Optimization 
The multi-objective optimization problem has multiple criteria to be minimized or 
maximized. To solve this problem we need to explore a set of solutions called Pareto optima. 
Evolutionary Multi-Objective Optimization which is one of the methods to solve the multi-
objective optimization problem is rapidly developed by many researchers. Representative 
methods are as follows: Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) (Fonseca & Fleming, 
1993), Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) (Deb et al., 2002), and 
Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2 (SPEA2) (Zitzler et al., 2001). These methods are 
widely used in various kinds of research fields (Coello Coello, C. & Lamont, 2004). 
 
3.2 Experimental Setup 
We used NSGA-II which is an elitism EMO algorithm for optimization of the discrete set of 
landing locations. NSGA-II employs the mechanizm to penalize the crowded solutions in 
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order to keep the diversity of solutions. NSGA-II was widely applied for various Real-
World Applications (Deb et al., 2002). In this experiment, a chromosome was composed of 
two real variables. Each variable corresponds to the length of the footstep, forward-
backward and sideward. 
 
 Fig. 5. Environmental maps for optimization. (a) Environment A to evaluate average 
numbers of A* search tries (b) Environment B to evaluate minimum feasible width of path. 
(c) and (d) show typical results of footstep planning.  
 
As we mentioned in Section 2, two conflicting objectives exist. The criteria of this 
optimization were as follows: 
 Average numbers of A* search tries 
 Minimum feasible width of path 
In order to evaluate these two objective functions, we created two environments: 
Environment A (Fig. 5 left, 220cm ×220cm), Environment B (Fig. 5 right, 220cm ×220cm). 
With Environment A, we measured average numbers of A* search tries to evaluate the 
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computational cost. We placed the obstacles in Environment A randomly. The start position 
was settled in the center of the map and the goals were settled in each free space. The 
footstep planning was carried out from left-top to right-bottom respectively. After 
evaluating all the free space, we averaged the numbers of A* search tries. With Environment 
B, we evaluated the second objective. The task is to reach the goal located in the middle of 
the narrow path. We simply explored the minimum width by using hill-climbing method.  
 
The parameters of NSGA-II are listed in Table 1. The population number was set to 100. The 
number of generation was set to 70. We employed real-valued mutation based on the 
uniform distribution as the mutation operator, and the Unimodal Normal Distribution 
Crossover (UNDX) (Ono et al., 2003) as the crossover operator. The Two parameters of 
UNDX were determined according to the recommended values in the literature (Ono et al., 
2003 ; Ono & Kobayashi, 1997). The crossover rate was 0.9, and mutation rate was 0.01. We 
assumed that all landing positions in the candidates can transfer to each other because we 
set the step cycle slow enough to satisfy the constraints. 
 
Parameter Name Value 
Population Size 100 
Maximum Generation 70 
Crossover Rate 0.9 
Method UNDX 
 2  0.25 
 2  0.06125 
Mutation Rate 0.01 
Method uniform mutation 
Table 1. Parameter setup of NSGA-II 
 
3.3 Results 
At 70th generation we observed that most of the individuals became non-dominated 
solutions. We also applied 10000 times Random Search as a comparison. The nondominated 
solutions acquired by NSGA-II and Random Search in the typical run were plotted in Fig. 6. 
The vertical axis means the minimum feasible width of path [mm], and the horizontal axis 
means the average number of A* search tries. From the Fig. 6, we can observe the trade-off 
relationship between the two objectives. Both of the method successfully obtained the Pareto 
solutions, however we can observed the diversity of NSGA-II population is superior to the 
one of Random Search population. 
We used the Ratio of Non-dominated Individuals (RNI) to compare the performance of the 
two populations. RNI is used for the comparison of two sets of non-dominated individuals 
S1 and S2. At first, the united set of non-dominated individuals Su is created by combining S1 
and S2. Then, RNI is calculated by the ratio of S1 or S2 among Su. We say that one set of 
solutions is closer to the true Pareto-solutions if its RNI is greater than that of the other one. 
The RNI of NSGA-II was 63% and the RNI of Random Search was 37%. NSGA-II saved the 
number of evaluations by 30%, and successfully obtained better solutions. 
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4. Switching the Parameter of Footstep Planner 
 
4.1 Experimental Setup 
In order to examine the performance of the acquired sets of landing position, we conducted 
another experiment. The validation environments are shown in Fig. 7. There are four rooms 
(2[m] ×2[m]) connected by the corridor (4[m]×0.5[m]). The rectangle obstacles (0.15[m] x 
0.04[m]) were randomly placed in the environments. We fixed the start position at the right-
bottom room and the goal position at the left-top room. The red circles represent the 
positions of the goals for the successful trials or the sub-goal where the planner failed. After 
generating the entire path from the initial position to the goal position by using the path 
planner, we added small obstacles (0.04[m] ×0.04[m]). These small obstacles ignored by the 
path planner should be avoided by the footstep planner. 
 
4.2 Switching Rule 
In order to reduce the number of footsteps, we switched the sets of landing positions. We 
used two extreme sets of landing positions, which located at both edges of the Pareto front, 
the set with the smallest average number of A* search tries (Set A) and the set with the 
smallest minimum feasible width of path (Set B). The Set A was used to reduce the total 
footsteps, and the Set B redeemed the failures of the plans with Set A. In this experiment, we 
employed a simple rule to switch the sets of landing positions as follows: 
1. Execute the footstep planning by using the Set A. 
2. If the planner fails to create the footsteps in step 1, apply the Set B. Otherwise, go to 
step 1. 
3. If the sequence of footsteps is successfully calculated, go to step 1. Otherwise, the plan 
fails. 
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4.3 Results 
We compared the proposed method to the conventional method which explored the 
footsteps with a single fixed footstep set, the Set A or the Set B. The performance was 
evaluated by the total number of footsteps. Fig. 7 shows the experimental environments and 
a typical result of the path planning and the footstep planning. (a)-(c) in Fig. 7 shows the 
Environment C. (d)-(e) in Fig. 7 shows the Environment D. The difference between 
Environment C and D is the placement of the small obstacles. (a)(d) shows the footsteps 
planned with Set A. (b)(e) shows the footsteps planned with Set B. (c)(f) shows the footsteps 
planned by the proposed method. The proposed method generated the short sequences of 
footsteps and the sequence which was able for the robot to pass through the narrow space. 
On the other hand, the planner with Set A failed at the middle of the map where the small 
obstacles and the wall formed a narrow path as shown in (a). The planner with Set B 
successfully passed through the narrow path, however it generated much longer sequences 
of footstep than the proposed method. The total number of footsteps, averaged over 5 runs 
are presented in Table 2. The total number of footsteps of the proposed method was about 
72.2 % less than that of planner with Set B.  
 
 Planner with Set A Planner with Set B Proposed method 
Environment C - 1548 454 
Environment D 398 1509 396 
Table 2. Total number of footsteps 
 
5. Discussion 
 
5.1 Multi-Objective Optimization of Footstep Planner 
As we discussed in section 2, we can observe the trade-off relationship between two 
performance measures of footstep planner, the computational cost and minimum feasible 
width of path. In the previous section, we successfully acquired the discrete sets of landing 
positions for the footstep planner. By using NSGA-II, we saved the number of evaluations 
by 30%, and successfully obtained better solutions compared to the Random Search. 
The trade-off relationship in this experiment is caused by the grain size of descritization of 
search space, hence this kind of multi-objective problem can be also observed in other 
problems when we handle the continuous problems by the discrete algorithm. 
 
5.2 Parameter Switching of Footstep Planner 
We also introduced a simple rule to switch the sets of landing positions. Using the proposed 
method, we obtained the 72.2 % shorter sequences of footsteps than that generated by the 
planner with Set B. We also generated the sequence which was able for the robot to pass 
through the narrow space where the planner with Set A failed.  
Our proposed switching method with two sets of candidates worked efficiently in the 
environment where only one narrow path exists in the sparse field. In case of the path 
whose width gradually changes, however, switching more sets of candidates will be more 
effective than the current method. We can simply change the switching rules and choose 
appropriate sets of candidate from many of them because we have explored Pareto-optimal 
solutions in advance. 
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5.1 Multi-Objective Optimization of Footstep Planner 
As we discussed in section 2, we can observe the trade-off relationship between two 
performance measures of footstep planner, the computational cost and minimum feasible 
width of path. In the previous section, we successfully acquired the discrete sets of landing 
positions for the footstep planner. By using NSGA-II, we saved the number of evaluations 
by 30%, and successfully obtained better solutions compared to the Random Search. 
The trade-off relationship in this experiment is caused by the grain size of descritization of 
search space, hence this kind of multi-objective problem can be also observed in other 
problems when we handle the continuous problems by the discrete algorithm. 
 
5.2 Parameter Switching of Footstep Planner 
We also introduced a simple rule to switch the sets of landing positions. Using the proposed 
method, we obtained the 72.2 % shorter sequences of footsteps than that generated by the 
planner with Set B. We also generated the sequence which was able for the robot to pass 
through the narrow space where the planner with Set A failed.  
Our proposed switching method with two sets of candidates worked efficiently in the 
environment where only one narrow path exists in the sparse field. In case of the path 
whose width gradually changes, however, switching more sets of candidates will be more 
effective than the current method. We can simply change the switching rules and choose 
appropriate sets of candidate from many of them because we have explored Pareto-optimal 
solutions in advance. 
 
 Fig. 7. Environment for validation: (a)(b)(c) show Environment C and typical results. 
(d)(e)(f) show Environment D and typical results. (a) failed to plan the footstep sequence at 
the narrow part of the path. (c) changed the set of footsteps at the narrow part of the path. 
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6. Conclusion and Future Works 
We have presented a parameter setting method for a biped walking controller. At first, we 
introduced the robot control system and discussed the trade-off relationship of parameter 
settings for the footstep planning module. Next, we applied NSGA-II to acquire a set of 
parameters for the footstep planner. Then we proposed a simple rule to switch the sets of 
parameters to obtain the short sequence of footsteps. We also confirmed the proposed 
method generated the footsteps which was able for the robot to pass through the narrow 
space. 
Our current work focuses on the translation of landing position without taking into 
consideration the rotation. We plan to optimize both parameters simultaneously to improve 
the performances of the footstep planner. Also, we intend to conduct experiments applying 
this system to the humanoid robot in a real environment. 
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